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Abstract— As we all know that six sigma methods become 

more popular to reduce percentage rejection due to 

defectives. In our project we use six sigma methods to 

reduce the percentage rejection of the component. 

Component name is Semi-Rapid Body China. This 

component is manufactured by the company Sigma Electric 

Manufacturing Pvt. Ltd. the average rejection of the part is 

25% (as per data) and due to leakage only the rejection is 

13%. To reduce the rejection we use DMAIC methodology, 

as it is quality improvement methodology. Six Sigma 

becomes more popular in today’s industrial era. This method 

is used for quality improvement in this project. 
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Objective: to reduce the leakage rejection of the component 

‘Semi-Rapid Body China’ from 13% to 1%. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The project is started on 20th August 2017. As DMAIC 

methodology consist of 5 phases i.e. ‘Define-Measure-

Analyze-Improve-Control.’ We scheduled approximate time 

required for each phase. As we started project, first step is to 

study overall manufacturing process of the component. 

Process is like ‘die casting-trimming-fettling-shot blasting- 

machining-leak test-dispatch’. The component is usually 

exported for the company Electrolux. This component is 

used in house hold gas burner for flow passage of gas in 

Italy. The component is generally rejected due defects like 

porosity, leak testing defects, etc. material used for semi 

rapid body Hangzhou is aluminum alloy LM6.  

LET US SEE HOW DMAIC METHODOLOGY 

HELPS TO REDUCE REJECTION OF THE 

COMPONENT: 

II. DEFINE PHASE 

In this phase we found out what are the customer’s 

requirements? What is the objective of the project? Time 

required for the project, etc. whole information about the 

project is found out. In six sigma there is method to design 

the chart which shows overall information includes in define 

phase. This chart is also known as project charter. Chart 

includes information like company’s name, component 

name, objective, project members, time required for each 

phase in DMAIC, benefits of the project.  

Also the information about percentage rejection is 

found out by using last six month rejection data. From the 

six month rejection we find out average rejection and 

rejection due to leak. Following graph shows the last six 

month rejection data of the component SR body China: 

Where month is on X axis and Percentage rejection is on Y 

axis. As graph shows average rejection is 25%. And by 

detail study we find out leak rejection is 13%.  

Table 1.2: 

III. MEASURE PHASE 

In measure phase, trial on semi rapid body Hangzhou is 

taken which include die casting, leak testing trial, etc. As we 

discussed about manufacturing process of the component, in 

similar way we took 100 casting trial of SR body. After all 

process, we find out cavity wise rejection of the component. 

Following table shows cavity wise ok parts and not ok parts: 

 
Table 1.3: 

After taking trial on 100 castings, rejected 

components are then transfers for hydro test and torque test. 

In that test it is seen that most of the components are Ok but 

they are rejected due to machining (sensor) problem and 

rubber seal problem. Rubber seal is small seal which is used 

to grip orifice which is assembled on component. It gets 

wear after 500 components testing. Also most of the 

components are rejected due porosity defect. 

IV. ANALYZE PHASE 

In this phase we try to find different solution to reduce leak 

rejection. Porosity is also responsible for leak rejection. So 

solution for leak rejections is found out for rubber seal and 

also for the defect porosity. For the rubber seal we try to 

change the dimension of the rubber seal but if increase the 

cross section of rubber seal then orifice will get trapped 
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inside the rubber seal. So instead of increasing dimension 

we changed rubber seal after testing every 100 components. 

After taking trial 2 to 3 times it is seen that leak rejection is 

get reduced by 2% to 3%. From this it is concluded that 

rubber seal get wearer after testing more than 200 

components. Following data shows how rejection is reduced 

by 3% if we change the rubber seal after every 100 

components: 

 
                                          Table 1.4: 

 
                                         Table 1.5:  

From table 1.4 it is seen that, if test more 

components that its capacity of testing then components gets 

rejected even they are Ok. Results of the trial we taken are 

shown in table 1.5. Also by checking all connections in 

testing machine and rubber seal solution rejection is reduced 

by 3%. Other problem is porosity defect rejection, porosity 

may occur due to foreign gases entered into molten metal in 

furnace or may be due to low pressure shot or due to foreign 

particles. This defect causes the component to leak. For this 

defect also different solutions are fond out which are listed 

below: 1. Magma software analysis, 2. Vacuum creation in 

die, 3. Impregnation method. Magma software analysis is 

much time consuming as it involves lots of dimensions. 

Vacuum creation is also so much complicated as it is hot 

pressure die casting method. Hence easiest way to control 

porosity is Impregnation method. It is similar to sealing 

leakage problem, as small holes get filled with different 

method. Similarly in this method rejected components get 

poured into chemical theromocuring methacrylalis for 10 to 

15 minutes at 90 degree Celsius. During this period holes 

present in the component gets filled and get solidifies. 

Minute micron holes can be easily filled using this liquid. 

After sanction the solution 2 trials were taken, in both trials 

it is seen that 4 to 5% rejected parts found to be Ok. 

Following data shows information about impregnation: 

Trial 

no. 

Total 

components=100 

parts 
Leak 

rejected 

parts 

After 

impregnation 

OK Parts Ok 

parts 

Not Ok 

parts 

1 79 21 16 9 

2 82 18 12 7 

In first trial, before impregnation method 

percentage rejection due to leak is 16%, but it gets reduced 

7% after impregnation. Similarly, in second trial before 

rejection leak rejection is 12% and after impregnation it is 

just 5%. Hence it is observed that due to impregnation leak 

rejection is reduced by 5% (average). 

V. IMPROVE PHASE: 

 In this phase different solutions were discuss with team and 

team leader. If the solutions are ok then this solutions get 

sanctioned by the team head and company head. In order to 

sanction the solution we made one action plan in which 

information about improvement done in the process is 

shown. Also time required for each solution is written in 

action plan. Following data shows the action plan of our 

project which is sanction by the company: 

 

VI. CONTROL PHASE 

As we doing the sponsored project, Control phase is not the 

part of our project, because in this phase different methods 

are taken into account in order to maintain the improvement 

we did in improve phase.  

VII. RESULT OF THE PROJECT 

By applying different methods like rubber seal solution and 

impregnation method average rejection is reduced from 13% 

to 6%. By using impregnation method we have control over 

the defect porosity. Also by correcting machining problem 

overall rejection is reduced by 3%. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

As we all know that six sigma methods become more 

popular now days in industries in order to reduce defectives 

in the process. Here also we use six sigma methods in 

stepwise manner to reduce rejection. Not only improvement 

purpose but also to increase productivity of industry this 

method is used. Also some industries use six sigma methods 

for safety management purpose. Hence six sigma method 

can be applicable anywhere in order to reduce defectives. 
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